CONNECT
YOUR BUILDING
TO THE FUTURE

Honeywell Forge Occupant Experience with Temaline Readers

CONNECT PEOPLE
TO YOUR BUILDING
Connectivity has the potential to fundamentally
reshape how buildings help you fulfill your goals.
Honeywell mobile apps and technologies for the
Internet of Things (IoT) extend your capabilities
with intelligent workspaces that give you and your
occupants powerful new insights and interaction.

DISCOVER THE HONEYWELL
FORGE OCCUPANT EXPERIENCE

SMART CONVENIENCE,
SOPHISTICATED CONTROL

Engage your building occupants and strengthen your
brand with technology that links your space to their
results.
Whether they’re in your building every day or as a
one-time visitor, the Honeywell Forge Occupant
Experience gives your occupants versatile convenience
and sophisticated control. Starting with the intuitive
familiarity of a mobile device, you’ll connect your users to
the impressive potential of your building with digital ID,
secure access, wayfinding, space and comfort feedback,
a mobile message board, space reservation and an evergrowing range of location-aware capabilities. Moreover,
the app can be customized to showcase your brand and
aesthetic.

You have the option to include any or all of these features in your
app, and more capabilities are always in the works.

The result:
Security. Efficiency. Comfort. Savings.
You can enhance them all – along with convenience, first
and foremost. It’s one clever app for iOS and Android
that’s built to wow even the savviest of tech-savvy users.

Digital Photo Identification
Crisp, current digital photo ID on a smartphone.
Save the costs of printing badges.

Secure Access Control
Get the most out of Access Control with the new, robust
Temaline readers - stylishly designed to fit even the most
challenging environments.

Indoor Wayfinding
Easy turn-by-turn guidance to locations
and people. Save costs on physical maps
and signage. Facility teams gain deeper
insight into traffic flow.

Space Reservation
Find, reserve, and navigate to bookable
spaces such as meeting rooms.
Reserve in a click from an interactive
map, using Microsoft Office 365® cloud
functionality.
Location-aware search supports
preferences such as time, number of
seats, specific amenities, etc.
Reservations show as upcoming events
on a user’s mobile device and in Microsoft
Outlook®.

Mobile Message Board
Supplement or replace physical notice
boards with digital pop-ups of events,
safety procedures, etc.
Save costs and waste of printed
notices. More efficient communication
improves engagement.
Powered by a versatile “Engagement
Framework” – a flexible toolkit for
sending informative “cards” via the app,
based on time, location, and users.

5-Star Space Rating
From a boardroom to a restroom, users
can quickly score any area and add
tags, photos, or comments.

PEACE OF MIND AND IMPROVED
EFFICIENCY FOR SECURITY MANAGERS

Users get instant confirmation of
feedback.

whether you operate one site or many.

Avoid the costs and delays of feedback
via phone, email, or paper.

The Honeywell Forge Occupant Experience is equally useful for security teams,

Secure, efficient digital IDs on user smartphones are easier and more
cost-effective to issue, track, and update.

Promotes maintenance accountability
and faster, more efficient responses.

Promote overall site security with more sophisticated, secure
credentials, and control proxy access.

OneClick Comfort Feedback

Enhance experiences for employees and visitors with versatile
convenience and smart control that stands out.

Users easily flag areas that are too hot
or cold. Users get instant confirmation
of requests. All requests include
location, helping facility managers
quickly address common trouble spots.

Gain deeper insights into how occupants use your site, what they prefer,
and which issues need attention most.
Take action to quickly resolve issues reported by users.
Improve facility management with tools and insights that help your
teams to respond more quickly and accurately.
Simplify complex buildings with easier navigation and interactive
convenience.

WHITE LABELING –
YOUR APP, YOUR BRAND

CONNECT TO BETTER
EXPERIENCES

Showcase your brand: White labeling lets you fully

The Honeywell Forge Occupant Experience is part

customize the occupant app with your own identity

of the growing portfolio of Honeywell Connected

and aesthetic.

Services. Benefit from a complete solution with

From public institutions, such as airports, hospitals,
and convention centers, to communities like
apartments and university campuses, the Honeywell

the Temaline suite of readers - offering you a safe
and secure way to manage employees' and visitors'
access, anytime, anywhere.

Forge Occupant Experience can be branded with the

The Temaline architecture ensures the evolution

attributes you prefer, such as your name, logo, color

from an Access Control, that uses cards

scheme, tagline, and more.

or smartcards, to mobile Access Control - without

Give your occupants and visitors the convenience of

compromising on high-level functionalities.

wayfinding as well as other capabilities of a smart,
interactive app that reinforces the reputation you’ve
earned and further builds your brand.

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN CREATE EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES
FOR YOUR BUILDING OCCUPANTS AND VISITORS.
www.buildingsolutions.honeywell.com
www.temaline.honeywell.com
Available in Apple App Store. Requires iOS
9.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone 5S or
later. Also available in Google Play Store.
Requires Android 6.0 or later. Compatible
with Google, Nexus and Samsung devices.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR):
As of 25 May 2018, this regulation requires
businesses to protect the personal data and
privacy of European Union citizens and data
processing operations that occur within EU
member states. The Honeywell Forge Occupant
Experience assists and has security features
and functionalities which can help support end
users to be GDPR compliant.
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